Gage Rip by Keys, John
as any cacophonic assemblage harmonically
disconcerting to the dumb who understand
the distribution of biscuits making it
with one another anyway the dog tricks
woof to how its said not what go, bo, so, what
incomprehensible to the yu2oic4$
i.e. extrasensory perception necessary
to decipher the babble to be
human mumbo jumbo what only machine cant do
—  Dan Saxon
Gage Rip
get completely deranged getting completely 
deranged becoming completely deranged getting 
entirely deranged becoming fully deranged 
moving toward complete derangement get control 
of complete derangement get principle stock of 
complete derangement the fullness of derangement 
the completeness of full & entire derangement
blood soaking into the earth 
full derangement of dirt & small 
malignant creatures of the earth
blood blood blood all over the earth 
malignant earth deranging out of 
creatures
not the hope of the world
but a mad motherfucker sinking into the slimes 
of the Universe and the last thing the world sees of him 
is his slowly sinking out of sight with his two blazing 
evil eyes peering madly out over this plain 
of derision & pestilence & terror 
of puke-hills & scab-rills
—  John Keys
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